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FOREWORD

Office education curriculum frequently is based on units of instruc-

tion determined in many cases by textbook authors or subjective judgments
of instructors. The units of instruction may have little relationship to
job tasks necessary for gainful employment in office occupations. There-

fore, in order to develop relevant curriculum and instructional materials
for office occupations education, it is necessary to prepare a list of
those job tasks which are required for specific office occupations.

With job opportunities increasing in office occupations, secondary
and postsecondary teachers are confronted with a challenge to meet the in-
creased demand for qualified office employees by providing practical in-
struction to develop specific competencies for gainful employment in of-

fice occupations.

A workshop for the purpose of identification of job tasks for entry-
level office occupations from research-based materials was held on the
University of Northern Iowa Campus, Cedar Falls, Iowa, June 4-8, 1973.
The workshop was conducted by the Department of Business Education and
Office Administration under a research grant from the Career Education
Division, Iowa State Department of Public Instruction.

The final report of the workshop is available in its entirety on
microfiche through INFORMS, Department of Public Instruction, Grimes State

Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

This publication is a shortened version of the final report. The

tables have been revised to exclude tasks not performed by seventy percent
of the respondents in each occupation. The lower percents do not appear
to be crucial in the development of curriculum for the office occupations
which were included in the project.

Copies of this publication are available without charge from the
State Director, Career Education Division, Department of Public Instruc-
tion, Crimes State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.
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PROCEDURES

Studies by Lambl, LanhatA, and Perkins, were used by the workshop
participants to identify job tasks for selected entry-level office occupa-

tions. The participants compiled a list of tasks from the three studies

by combining like tasks and eliminating duplicates.

The job performance tasks indicated in the research were the basis

for the selection of the following job classifications: Stenographer,

Secretary, Receptionist, General Office Clerk, Clerk Typist, Mail Clerk,
Transcribing Machine Operator, Office Machine Operator, and File Clerk.

The job classifications were matched to the job descriptions as listed
in Clerical Careers -- (Iowa Job Guide), Iowa Employment Security Commis-

sion, 1973, and Standard Terminolo: for Curriculum and Instruction in
Local and State School Systems, U. S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, 1970.

Since the three studies mentioned above reported results in different
ways, the results which were given in percent of respondents were used as

stated and the others were converted to percents. Then, if results from
all three studies were included, the three percents were totaled and

averaged. This average was then used in determining importance of job

tasks according to respondents.

Three sets of tables were prepared. Tables I through IX list the
percent of respondents performing tasks, arranged in descending order for

the following subject matter: typewriter, dictation and transcription,
clerical duties, human relations, mailing, communications, office machines
and equipment, records management, and computation and financial record-
keeping.

111, AE1=1,

1 Mary Lou Lamb, "The Relevance of Instruction Provided in the Second-
ary School Stenographic Program to Job Requirements for Beginning Steno-

graphic Positions" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Indiana University,
1970).

2 Frank W. Lanham et al., Develo nt of Task Performance Statements

for a New Office and Business Education Learnings System NOBELS) (Colum-

bus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, September,

1972).

3 Edward A. Perkins and F. Ross Byrd, A Research Model for Identifi-
cation of Task and Knowledge Clusters Associated with Performance of
Major Types of Office Em lo ees' Work (Pullman: Washington State Uni-

versity, De ember, 1966 .
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Tables X through XVIII list the percent of respondents performing
tasks, arranged in descending order according to subject matter for the
following selected office occupations: Stenographer, Secretary, Recep-
tionist, General Office Clerk, Clerk Typist, Mail Clerk, Machine Tran-
scriber, Office Machine Operator, and File Clerk.

The materials which are indented, wtthout indicating a percent of
respondents, in Tables I through XVIII, are sub-tasks which were listed
by the workshop participants.

Tables XIX through XXVII list the percent of respondents performing
tasks, arranged in descending order according to subject matter areas
using a matrix format for the following selected office occupations:
Stenographer, Secretary, Receptionist, General Office Clerk, Clerk Typist,
Mail Clerk, Machine Transcriber, Office Machine Operator, and File Clerk.
The percent of respondents performing tasks below 30 percent was elimi-
nated in Tables XIX through XXVII. Subsequently, the percent of respon-
dents performing tasks below 30 percent was eliminated from the remaining
tables for this printed version of the final report, but all tables are
available in the complete final report reproduced on microfiche. The
lower percents do not appear to be crucial in the development of curric-
ulum for the office occupations which were included in the project.
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TABLE I

TYPEWRITING TASKS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

80 Type carbon copies

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type and/or rule tabular material (tables, columns, rows of
figures)

69 Type labels

69 Type final copy from rough-draft copy

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards; etc.)

64 Type copy from unarranged copy
Type copy from handwritten copy

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter etc.)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)

61 Type corresponden- memos, and other items from rough draft

60 Compose copy at the typewriter
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TABLE I (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarrangad copy
Type on all kinds of letterheads and paper sizes
Type two-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical or numerical data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts--attention line, subject line, closing

lines, reference initials, carbon copy notations, mailing
notations, postscript, enclosure

-4 Type interoffice memorandums

4b Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Type statistical material

45 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

33 Type legal papers and forms

32 Take dictation at the typewriter (type dictation as employer
dictates)

32 Type on printed personnel forms

31 Type anc: correct stencils (Mimeograph process)

30 Type on printed purchase tequisitions

14
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TABLE II

DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

55 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe letters and attach-

ments

54 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe memo^. and reports

52 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe rough drafts

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation of letters and attachments

32 Write shorthand (any system)

32 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for memos

31 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for rough drafts
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for manuscripts

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for reports
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TABLE III

CLERICAL DUTIES

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

95 Use telephone directory

36 Use dictionary

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/or your super-
visor's desk

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust office

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

72 Change calendar daily

66 Run errands

65 Order supplies of various kinds for the office (from suppliers
or central supply department)

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy with another copy)
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TABLE III (conrinued)

:f

resboanetts

:LSLE

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

b: Protect valuable and confidential material

SE keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened pencils, ink
ir pens, etc.)

Sr Lom;,ile periodic reports

St Jse S. Zip code Directory

;et information from various departments needed for correspondence

::.are. dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

Select or order typewriting supplies nd equipment (ribbons,
erasers, etc.)

Prepare requisitions

ise L.ry Directory

Select cr order prcprr typewriting paper and carbon paper

S: Distribute supplies

_:ems

cZ material recieved for completeness, damages, etc.

;tnEr reference books or manuals not listed here

LL M.E.LE ::_nanCe

Trocess routine forms aid requests

maTs

:.amen data to fill out questionnaires
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TABLE III (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates, signa-
tures, etc.

38 Take inventory

37 Get quotations on supplies (from supplier)

37 Use secretarial handbook

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

35 Review tickler file

35 Route shipments of materials (within office, between departments,
etc.)

35 Record daily attendance

35 Update office manual or instruction book for employees

34 Use technical manuals

34 Order and distribute supplies

31 Use U. S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture, draperies,
etc.
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TABLE IV

HUMAN RELATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

78 Direct people to proper offices and act as a guide for visitors

72 Hear and answer customer complaints

70 Greet callers
Show tact
Show patience
Treat all callers and fellow workers or supervisors with

respect
Exercise good judgment
Be discrete about office matters
Show enthusiasm
Be friendly
Be sincere

67 Make employer and client introductions
Announce callers in the appropriate manner

53 Remind employer of engagements, dates, things to do, etc.

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

48 Arrange reception room and serve coffee or refreshments to em
ployer, employees, and guests

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

44 Plan for and distribute work among other employees and follow
up on unfinished work

43 Screen visitors or people who want to see your employer

40 Direct servicemen on service calls
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TABLE IV (continued)

Percent of
respondents

performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

39 Receive callers
Receive callers courteously and graciously
Eandle a long wait
Keep a card file of callers to enable recognition
Remember names and faces
Tactfully interrupt

31 Manage office and supervise other employees

30 Notify and remind employees of immediately pending meeting

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

20



Perceo: of
respondents
performing
tasks

1.7:anze: oes:enhihg order)

86 Address, f an: see: letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incmina
S:amr ate.:.: as to :nate, time)

reg-.:.Ler book)

72 Taka 7:6:111 77 ME:LI box

70 Read La:I:m=4
Make :c : =_s itcomims msil which superior should see

orrrespondence to incoming mail for
:efrest his memory

lead, unoatlin.a. an: arm:tate the mail

65 So:: f:: :Lfferet: 71E7S3-S and or in priority of order)

64 F:rwa.r:

33 Preca:e a:: :1L:Z:=E mail
/:71.(:.!. :7 eznloss materials for ovtgoing mail

Taka

Oe:erm= :f :'e: _.a- services
Oe:erm_:.ne :La.sses :f mei:

53 ?itk :...1:om.ing a :: ol.:ring

52 :se zicec::a.:

an: pecial delivery

- - c17.14.a: GOD. and registered

Ha-Te 7ii.157E7i*: :7 certlfid

7.se Inf

f:tn. post office (certified and

razli:e: .1.7::":.LE-7.5. rate sheets, etc.)
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TABLE V (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

48 Read outgoing mail to check up on information, etc.

45 Sign boss's mail (his signature)

40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting,
bundling, and/or labeling outgoing bulk mail)

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

40 Weigh items and calculate postal rates

38 Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list

22
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TABLE VI

COMMUNICATION''

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

95 Use telephone director)
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information"' service

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process reoufsts by telephone
Call delinquent customer
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and

insurance carrier in emergencies
Determine telephone service to be used
Use Proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

87 Give information in response to verbal inquiries

86 Carry out written or oral orders of instructions or superiors

84 Maintain proper records of telephone communication
Maintain record of long-distance calls
Maintain record of Fll 7ong-distance outgoing cells
Maintain record of important incoming calls
Use proper procedures for handling telephone messages
Place telephone memoranda, messages, etc., where employer

will see them
Take complete telephone message

74 Compose all types o, written correspondence
Answer requests cy typed letters
Compose memos, responses, and TV commercials
Send letter/teletype to customer regarding merchandise

shipment
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TABLE VI (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,
routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

45 Make engagements and appointments for employer
Arrange schedules and patients' appointments
Arrange doctor/patient conferences
Reschedule appointments

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or cablegrams

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephol, calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls tactfully

24
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TABLE VII

OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

70 Operate 10-key adding machine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispen-
ser, copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine,
staple remover, staple gun, jogger, lettering guides,
razor blades, rulers, compass, protractor, styli, shad-
ing plates, date and/or time stamp, rubber stamps, stamp
pad, coffee pot, tine clock, desks, tables and chairs,
file cabinets)

61 Operate calculators
Change ribbon and tape
Develop efficient production speed and accuracy

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rotary calculator

31 Clean and maintain office equipment other than typewriter

25
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TABLE VIII

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials for filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

71 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

64 File materials by number

61 Handle classified or confidential files

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronological order

53 Control and manage filing system

53 Select and/or order filing equipment and supplies

50 Handle cross references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

47 File materials by geographical location

43 Follow up released material

34 Assign file numbers

30 Install filing system
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TABLE IX

COMPUTATION AND FINANCIAL RECORDKEEPING

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Tasks
(arranged in descending order)

95 Use addition

43 Usc subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

71 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

46 Compute percentage problems

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

41 Write receipts

40 Keep Airrent files of invoices and purchase orders

37 Compute sales taxes

36 Deposit checks and/or cash in bank or cashier's office

34 Write checks

31 Cash checks
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TABLE X

TASKS PERFORMED BY STENOGRAPHERS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Typewriting

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

80 Type carbon copies

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type and/or rule tabular material (tables, columns, rows of
figures)

69 Type labels individually

69 Type final copy from rough-draft copy

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards, etc.)

64 Type copy from unarragned copy
Type copy from handwritten copy

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter, etc.)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

61 Type correspondence, memos, and other items from form and rough
draft required by employer

60 Compose copy at the typewriter

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarranged copy
Type on all kinds of letterheads and paper sizes
Type wo-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical or numerical data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts--attention line, subject line, closing
line, reference initials, carbon copy notations, mailing
notations, P.S., Enclosure

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from machine

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Type statistical material

45 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-
sealing back)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)

performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

33 Type legal papers and forms

32 Take dictation at the typewriter (type dictation as emp,.cyer
dictates)

32 Type on printed personnel forms

31 Type and correct stencils (Mimeograph process)

30 Type on printed purchase requisitions

Dictation and Transcription

55 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe letters and attachments

54 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe memos and reports

52 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe rough drafts

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation of letters and attachments

32 Write shorthand (any system)

32 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for memos

31 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for rough drafts
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for manuscripts

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for reports
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TABLE X (continued)

''.1roemt of

res.nonoents Task Clusters (Stenographer)

:,erforming (arranged in descending order)

:et-5

Clerical Duties

:se telephone directory

.ice dictionary

S: L3Dk up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/or your

supervisor's desk

Straighten up office

Dust office

over notes and memos for the day

Creek on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

Make notes for the next day's work

Assemlle and staple duplicated material

RU: errands

:-.73e: supplies of various kinds for the office (from suppliers

central supply office)

t.L :SE company manuals

sent out notices of any type

:se office manuals

;omTare copy' (one copy with another copy)
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties

(Continued)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened pencils,
ink in pens, etc.)

56 Compile periodic reports

56 Use U. S. Zip Code Directory

55 Get information from various departments needed for correspondence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

54 Select or crder typewriting supplies and equipment (ribbons,
erasers, etc.)

52 Prepare requisitions

51 Use City Directory

50 Select or order proper typewriting paper and carbon paper

50 Distribute supplies

49 Count items

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

47 Use other reference books or manuals not listed here

44 Make change

43 Process routine forms and requests
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

42 Use maps

41 Gather data to fill out questionnaires

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates, signa-
tures, etc.

38 Take inventory

37 Get quotations on supplies (from supplier)

37 Use secretarial handbook

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

35 Route shipments of materials (within office, between departments,
etc.)

35 Review tickler file

35 Record daily attendance

35 Update office manual or instruction book for employees

34 Use technical manuals

34 Order and distribute supplies

31 Use U. S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture,
draperies, etc.
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

43 Screen visitors or people who want to see your employer

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Notify and remind employees of immediately pending meeting

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

Mailing

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail
Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)

72 Take mail to mail room or mail box

70 Read incoming mail
Make notes on incoming mail which superior should see
Attach pertinent correspondence to incoming mail for

superior to refresh his memory
Read, underline, and annotate the mail

65 Sort mail (for different persons and/or in priority order)

64 Forward mail

34
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications

95 Use telephone directory
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information" service

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls

Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customer

Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and
insurance carrier in emergencies

Determine telephone service to be used
Use proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

87 Give information in response to verbal inquiries

86 Carry out written or oral orders of instructions of superiors

84 Maintain proper records of telephone communication
Maintain record of long distance calls
Maintain record of all long-distance outgoing calls
Maintain record of important incoming calls
Use proper procedures for handling telephone messages
Place telephone memoranda, messages, etc., where employer
will see them

Take complete telephone message

74 Compose all types of written correspondence
Answer requests by typed letters
Compose memos, responses, and TV commercials
Send letter/teletype to customer regarding merchandise ship-
ment
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications

(Continued)

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,
routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

45 Make engagements and appointments for employer
Arrange schedules and patients' appointments
Arrange doctor/patient conferences
Reschedule appointments

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or cablegrams

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls tactfully

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual & electric)
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Office Machines and Equipment
(Continued)

70 Operate 10-key adding machine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple remover,
staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor blades, rulers,
compass, protractor, styli, shading plates, date and/or time
stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad, coffee pot, time clock,
desks, tables and chairs, file cabinets)

61 Operate calculators
Change ribbon and tape
Develop efficient production speed and accuracy

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rotary calculator

Records Management

90 Locate, romove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials for filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Stenographer)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Records Management
(Continued)

75 Search for lost materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

71 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

64 File materials by number

61 Handle classified or confidential files

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronological order

53 Control ana manage filing system

53 Select and/or order filing equipment and supplies

50 Handle cross references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

47 File materials by geographical location

43 Follow up released material

34 Assign file numbers

30 Install filing system
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TABLE X (continued)

Percent of

respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Stenographer)
(arranged in descending order)

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

C9 Use multiplication

87 Use divicion

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

46 Compute percentage problems

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

41 Write receipts

40 Keep current files of invoices and purchase orders

37 Compute sales taxes

36 Deposit checks and/or cash in bank or cashier's office

34 Write checks

31 Cash checks

40
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TABLE XI

TASKS PERFORMED BY SECRETARIES
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

NOTE: The following is a list of tasks performed by Secretaries in addi-
tion to those listed for Stenographers in Table X.

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Human Relations

78 Direct people to proper offices and act as a guide for visitors

72 Hear and arlwer customer complaints

70 Greet callers
Show tact
Show patience
Treat all callers and fellow workers or supervisors with

respect
Excercise good judgment
Be discrete about office matters
Show enthusiasm
Be friendly
Be sincere

67 Make employer and client introductions
Announce callers in the appropriate manner

53 Remind employer of engagements, dates, things to do, etc.

48 Arrange reception room and serve coffee or refreshments to
employer, employees, and guests

44 Plan for and distribute work among other employees and follow
up on unfinished work

41,
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TABLE XI (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

19 Receive callers
Receive callers courteously and graciously
HAndle a long wait
Keep a card file of callers to enable recognition
Remember names and faces
Tactfully interrupt

31 Hawage office and supervise other employees

Communications

None

42
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TABLE XII

TASKS PERFORMED BY RECEPTIONISTS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Typewriting

80 Type carbon copies

69 Type and/or rule tabular material (tables, columns, rows of
figures)

64 Type copy from unarranged copy
Type copy from handwritten copy

60 Compose copy at the typewriter

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarranged copy
Type on all kinds of letterheads and paper sizes
Type two-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical or numerical

data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts--attention line, subject line, closing

lines, reference initials, carbon copy notations, mail-
ing notations, P.S., Enclosure

47 Type statistical material

Dictation and Transcription

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation of letters and attachments

32 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for memos
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters
performing (arranged in descending order) (Receptionist'
tasks

31 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for rough drafts
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for manuscripts

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for reports

Clerical Duties

95 Use telephone directory

86 Use dictionary

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

66 Run errands

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

56 Compile periodic reports

56 Use U.S. Zip Code Directory

55 Get information from various departments needed for corrisponien;e

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

Iri
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TABLE XII (continued)

Pt.rcemt of

re_sponderts Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tE.SLE

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

:use City Directory

4E. C:Urt items

::se other reference books or manuals not listed here

Process routine forms and requests

:Ise maps

4-,ather data to fill out questionnaires

u: Post noticesupdate bulletin board

"ise secretarial handbook

Review tickler file

Reccrd daily attendance

-.prIEte office manual or instruction book for employees

"ise technical manuals

:.S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

Human Relations

Flan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

::rezt people to proper offices and act as a guide for visitors
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Human Relations
(Continued)

72 Hear and answer customer complaints

70 Greet callers
Show tact
Show patience
Treat all callers and fellow workers or supervisors with

respect
Excercise good judgment
Be discrete about office matters
Show enthusiasm
Be friendly
Be sincere

67 Make employer and client introductions
Announce callers in the appropriate manner

53 Remind employer of engagements, dates, things to do, etc.

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

48 Arrange reception room and serve coffee or refreshments to
employer, employees, and guests

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

43 Screen visitors or people who want to see your employer

40 Direct servicemen orrservice calls

39 Receive callers
Receive callers courteously and graciously
Handle a long wait
Keep a card file of callers to enable recognition
Remember names and faces
Tactfully interrupt
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Human Relations
(Continued)

30 Notify and remind employees of immediately pending meeting

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

Mailing

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail
Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)

72 Take mail to mail room or mail box

70 Read incoming mail
Make notes on incoming mail which superior should see
AttaC, pertinent correspondence to incoming mail for

superior to refresh his memory
Read, underline, and annotate the mail

65 Sort mail (for different persons and/or in priority order)

64 Forward mail

55 Prepare and process outgoing mail
Mark, attach, or enclose materials for outgoing mail
Take mail to post office
Determine use of special mail services
Determine classes of mail

4,2
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Hailing
(Continued)

52 Use special mail services. Registered, certified, and special
delivery.

Sign for registered mail
Process certified, special delivery, COD, and registered
mail

Have mail registered or certified
Insure mail
Use franking and penalty mail
Obtain mailing materials from post office (certified and

registered mail stickers, rate sheets, etc.)

45 Sign boss's mail (his signature)

40 Prepare bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting, bundling,
and/or labeling outgoing bulk items)

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

40 Weigh items and calculate postal rates

38 Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list

Communications

95 Use telephone directory
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information" service
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Communications
(Continued)

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,

routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

45 Make engagements and appointments for employer
Arrange schedules and patients' appointments
Arrange doctor/patient conferences
Reschedule appointments

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or cablegrams

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

70 Operate 10-key adding machine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispen-
ser, copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine,

staple remover, staple gun, jogger, lettering guides,
razor blades, rulers, compass, protractor, styli, shad-
ing plates, date and/or time stami,, rubber stamps,
stamp pad, coffee pot, time clock, desks, tables and

chairs, file cabinets)
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TABLE XII (conzlnued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arrarged in descending order)
tasks

Office Machines and Equipment
(Continued)

61 Operate calculators
Change ribbon and tape
Develop efficient production speed and accuracy

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rotary calculator

Records Management

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials fDr filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

71 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Records Management
(Continued)

64 File materials by number

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronological order

50 Handle cross references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

47 File materials by geographical location

43 Follow up released material

34 Assign file numbers

Compuation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

Fit
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TABLE XII (continued)

Percent of
respondnets Task Clusters (Receptionist)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping
(Continued)

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

46 Compute percentage problems

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

41 Write receipts

37 Compute sales taxes

36 Deposit cnr.ks and/or cash in bank or cashier's office

34 Write checks

31 Cash checks
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TABLE XIII

TASKS PERFORMED BY GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Typewriting

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

80 Type carbon copies

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type and/or rule tabular material (tables, columns. rows of
figures)

69 Type labels individually

69 Type final copy from rough-draft copy

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards, etc.)

64 Type copy from unarranged copy
Type copy from handwritten copy

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter,

etc.)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerks)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

61 Type correspondence, memos, and other items from form and rough
draft required by employer

60 Compose copy at the typewriter

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarranged copy
Type on all kinds of letterheads and paper sizes
Type two-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical or numerical data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts--attention line, subject line, closing

lines, reference initials, carbon copy notations, mailing
notations, P.S., Enclosure

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from machine

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Type statistical material

45 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-
sealing beck)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerks)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

33 Type legal papers and forms

32 Type on printed personnel forms

31 Type and correct stencils (Mimeograph process)

30 Type on printed purchase requisitions

Dictation and Transcription

55 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe letters and attach-
ments

54 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe memos and reports

52 Take dictation in shorthand and transcribe rough drafts

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation of letters and attachments

32 Write shorthand (any system)

32 transcribe machine-recorded dictation for memos

31 Transcribe machine- recorded dictation for rough drafts
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for manuscripts

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for reports
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties

95 Use telephone directory

86 Use dictionary

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your awn and/or your super-
visor's desk

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust office

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

72 Change calendar daily

66 Run errands

65 Order supplies of various kinds for the office (from suppliers
or central supply department)

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy with another copy)
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (General Office

(arranged in descending order)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened penc11,?,

ink in pens, etc.)

56 Compile periodic reports

56 Use U. S. Zip Code Directory

55 Get information from various departments needed for zcrres7cn
dence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine dally

54 Select pr order typewriting supplies and equipment (r11:::chs,

erasers, etc.)

52 Prepare requisitions

51 Use City Directory

50 Select or order proper typewriting paper and carbon paper

50 Distribute supplies

49 Count items

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, e: z.

47 Use other reference books or maivals not listed here

44 Make change

43 Process routine forms and requests

.58
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Task Clusters (General Office aerk)
(arranged in descending order)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

:se maps

;a:ner data to fill out questionnaires

Fos: noticesupdate bulletin board

Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates, signa
t=es, etc.

TaRe inventory

;E: quotations on supplies (from supplier)

-:SE secretarial handbook

Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

shipments of materials (within office, between departments,

Rev:ew tickler file

KE::::rC.: daily attendance

.r)date office manual or instruction book for employees

"...se technical manuals

:"rder and distril,ute supplies

se .. S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture, draperies,

E::.
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
(arranged in descending order)

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for cne's self

78 Direct people to proper offices and act as a guide for visitors

72 Hear and answer customer complaints

70 Greet callers
Show tact
Show patience
Treat all callers ar.d fellow workers or supervisors wi9-

respect

Exercise good judgment
Be discrete about office matters
Show enthusiasm
Be friendly
Be sincere

67 Make employer and client introductions
Announce callers in the appropriate manner

53 Remind employer of engagements, dates, things to do, etc.

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

48 Arrange reception room and serve coffee or refreshments to
employer, employees, and guests

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

43 Screen visitors or people who want to see your employer

40 Direct servicemen on service calls
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TABIr XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Human Relations
(Continued)

39 Receive callers
Receive callers courteously and graciously
Handle a long wait
Keep a card file of callers to enable recognition
Remember names and faces
Tactfully interrupt

30 Notify and remind employees of immediately pending meeting

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

Mailing

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail

Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)

72 Take mail to mailroom or mail box

70 Read incoming mail
Make notes on incoming mail which superior should see
Attach pertinent correspondence to incoming mail for superior

to refresh his memory
Read, underline, and annotate the mail

65 Sort mail (for different persons and/or in priority order)

64 Forward mail
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondencs Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)

performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Mailing
(Continued)

5 Prepare and process outgoing mail
Mark, attach, or enclose materials for outgoing mail
Take mail to post office
Determine use of special mail services
Determine classes of mail

52 Use special mail services. Registered, certified, and special
delivery.

Sign for registered mail
Process certifiec., special delivery, COD, and registered
mail

Have mail registered or certified
Insure mail
Use franking and penalty mail
Obtain mailing material from post office (certified and
registered mail stickers, rate sheets, etc.)

48 Read outgoing mail to check up at. information, etc.

45 Sign boss's mail (his signature)

40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting, bundling,
and/or labeling outgoing bulk mail)

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

40 Weigh items and calculate postal rates

38 Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications
(Continued)

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,
routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose writt n directions to co-workers

45 Make engagements and appointments for employer
Arrange schedules and patients' appointments
Arrange doctor/patient conferences
Reschedule appointments

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or cablegrams

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
,Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls cactfully

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual & electric)



TAKE XIII ;continued)

Percent of
respondents :ask Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending orL,er)
tasks

Of;ice Ma:hines and Equipment

(Continued)

70 Operate 10-key adding =achine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple remover,
staple gun, .ozger, lettering guides, razor blades, rulers,
compass, prctracto,, styli, shading plates, date and/or time
stamp, rubber stamps, staff pad, coffee pot, time clock,
desks, tables and chairs, file cabinets)

61 Operate calculators
Care ribbon and tape
Develop efficient production speed and accuracy

50 Operate copyinz =achines
Prepare :cpv correctly

Make a special =aster on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies cn a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
::se an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rctary :al .:later

31 Clean and maintain :ffice equipment other than typewriter

Razor:1s Manazement

9C Locate, remo%e, ane. :neck ,4t materials from files

84 Sort material_ filinz
Prepare materials fcr filing
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Otfice Clerk)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Records Management
(Continued)

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

71 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

64 File materials by number

61 Handle classified or confidential files

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronological order

53 Control and manage filing system

53 Select and/or order filing equipment and supplies

50 Handle cross-references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

47 File materials by geographical location

43 Follow up released material

Cf;
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Records Management
(Continued)

34 Assign file numbers

30 Install filing system

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

46 Compute percentage problems

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of Journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

41 Write receipts
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TABLE XIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (General Office Clerk)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping
(Continued)

40 Keep current files of invoices and purchase orders

37 Compute sales taxes

36 Deposit checks and/or cash in bank or cashier's office

34 Write checks

31 Cash checks
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TABLE XIV

TASKS PERFORMED BY CLERK TYPISTS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Typewriting

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

80 Type carbon copies

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type and/or rule tabular material (tables, columns, rows of
figures)

69

69 Type final copy from rough-draft copy

Type labels individually

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards, etc.)

64 Type copy from unarranged copy

Type copy from handwritten copy

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters cr bulletins (form letter,
etc.)
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters ;Clerk Typists)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)

61 Type correspondence, memos, and other items from form and
rough draft required by employer

60 Compose copy at the typewriter

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarranged copy
Type on all kinds of letterheads and paper sizes
Type two-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical, or numerical data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts--attention line, subject line, closing

lines, reference initials, carbon copy nota-ions, mailing
notations, P.S., Enclosure

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from machine

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Type statistical material

45 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-

sealing back)

70
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

33 Type legal papers and forms

32 Type on printed personnel forms

31 Type and correct stencils (qimecgraph process)

30 Type on printed purchase requisitions

Dictation and Transcription

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation of letters and attachments

32 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for memos

31 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for rough drafts
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation for manuscripts

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictatt i for reports

Clerical Duties

95 Use telephone directory

86 Use dictionary
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk 7771s:_

performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/cr vcur
supervisor's desk

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust offi:e

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

72 Change calendar daily

66 Run errands

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy with another copy)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpene,i Ten :11,z

ink in pens, etc.)
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent c'
responoents
rierfcrming

:ESKS

Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)
(arranged in descending order)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

UJse U.S. Zip Code Directory

C;et information from various departments needed for correspondence

Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

Prepare requisitions

Use City Directory

Distribute supplies

Count items

Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

I-se other reference books or manuals not listed here

Make change

Process routine forms and requests

,SE maps

,ather data to fill out questionnaires

,Fost notices -- update bulletin boards

Cr:en, money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates,
sIgnatures, etc.

Take Inventory

Pl cll
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Clerk Typ
(arranged in descending order)

ists)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

37 Get quotations on supplies (from supplier)

37 Use secretarial handbook

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

35 Update office manual or instruction book for employees

34 Use technical manuals

31 Use U.S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture,
draperies, etc.)

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Notify and remind employees of immediately pending meeting

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Mailing

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail
Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)

Take mail to mail room or mail box

70 Read incoming mail
Make notes on incoming mail which superior should see
Attach pertinent correspondence to incoming mail for

superior to refresh his memory
Read, underline, and annotate the mail

65 Sort mail (for different persons and/or in priority order)

64 Forward mail

55 Prepare and process outgoing mail
Mark, attach, or enclose materials for outgoing mail
Take mail to post office
Determine use of special mail services
Determine classes of mail

5 Use special mail services. Registered, certified, and special

delivery,
Sign for registered mail
Process certified, special delivery, COD, and registered
mail

Have mail registered or certified
Insure mail
Use franking and penalty mail
Obtain mailing material from post office (certified and

registered mail stickers, rate sheets, etc.)
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Mailing
(Continued)

48 Read outgoing mail to check up on information, etc.

40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting,
bundling, and/or labeling outgoing bulk mail)

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

40 Weigh items and calculate postal rates

38 Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list

Communications

95 Use telephone director,
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information" services

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written r tices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customer
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and

insurance carrier in emergencies
Determine telephone service to be used
Use proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

r-tr
irb
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)

performing (arrnnged in descending order)

tasks

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

70 Operate 10-key adding machine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape d_spenser,

copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple

remover, staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor

blades, rullers, compass, protractor, styli, shading
plates, date and/or time stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad,

coffee pot, time clock, desks, tables and chairs, file

cabinets)

61 Operate calculators
Change ribbon and tape
Develcp efficient productioh speed and accuracy

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machinA

Use an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rotary calculator

31 Clean and maintain office equipment other than typewriter

Recocds Management

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

;IR
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Clerk Typists)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

46 Compute percentage problems

45 Keer books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

37 Compute sales taxes
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TABLE XV

TASKS PERFORMED BY MAIL CLERKS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order)

Typewriting

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type labels individually

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library cards, etc.)

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter,
etc.)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from machine

47 Ciean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

45 Type in outline form

S
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-

ealing back)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings

32 Type on printed personnel forms

30 Type on printed purchase requisitions

Dictation and Transcription

None

Clerical Duties

95 Use telephone directory

86 Use dictionary

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/or your

supervisor's desk

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust office
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)

performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for reordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

72 Change calendar daily

66 Run errands

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any typs

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy with another copy)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened pencils,
ink in pens, etc.)

56 Compile periodic reports

56 Use U.S. Zip Code Directory

55 Get information from various departments needed for correspondence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

52 Prepare requisitions

83
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

51 Use City Directory

50 Distribute supplies

49 Count items

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

47 Use other reference boots or manuals not listed here

44 Make change

42 Use maps

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates,

signatures, etc.

38 Take inventory

37 Use secretarial handbook

37 Dus= employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

35 Route shipments of materials (within office, between departments,
etc.)

35 Review tickler file

35 Record daily attendance

34 Use technical manuals
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)
(arranged in descending order)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

31 Use U.S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture,
draperies, etc.

Human Relations

68 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

Mail iret.

86 Address, fold, insert, and se:.1 letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail
Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)

72 Take mail to mail room or mail box

65 Sort mail (for different persons and/or in priority order)

64 Forward mail
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged in descending order'

Mailing
(Continued)

5. Prepare and process outgoing mail
Mark, attach, o' enclose materials f:r
Take mail to pc t office
Determine use of special mail
Determine classes of mail

52 Use special mail services. Registered.

delivery.
Sign for registered mail
Process certified, special delivery.
mail

Have mail registered or certified
Insure mail
Use franking and penalty mail
Cbtain mailing material from pest

registered mail stickers, rate sneets,

40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes
bundling, and/or labeling outgoing

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tiF -ackg-es

40 Weigh items and calculate postal ra:es

38 Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list
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TABLE XV (continued)

1.'Er:ent cf

resoon6erts
pErf:rmIng
t&SLS

Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)
(arranged in descending order)

Communications

....se telephone directory
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Tse "Information" services

Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place .among- distance person-to-person calls
Plate long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customers
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and

insurance carrier in emergencies
Jetermine telephone service to be used
Use proper procedures for direct-distance dialing

5" .:7ive information in response to verbal inquiries

Carr out written or ora] orders of instructions of superiors

5- Maintain proper records of telephone communication
Maintain record of long-distance calls
Maintain rec-rd of all long-distance outgoing calls
Maintain record of important incoming calls
Use proper procedures for handling telephone messages
Place telephone memoranda, messages, etc., where employer
will see them

TakE complete telephone message

t5 :lye directions for work to be done by co-workers

Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,
routines, etc.

8?
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications
(Continued)

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose busines reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

45 Make engagements and appointments for employer
Arrange schedules and patients' appointments
Arrange doctor/patient conferences
Reschedule appointments

65 Send and receive telegrams and/or cablegrams

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls tactfully

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machines, staple
remover, staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor
blades, rulers, compass, protractor, styli, shading
plates, date and/or time stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad,
coffee pot, time clock, desks, tables and chairs, file

cabinets)

8.71
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Mail Clerks)
(arranged in descending order)

Office Machines and Equipment
(Continued)

31 Clean and maintain office equipment other than typewriter

Records Management

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials for filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

71 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

File materials by number

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronological order

50 Handle cross references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

File materials by geographical locations

S4
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clutters (Mail Clerks)
(arranged in descending order)

Records Management
(Continued)

43 Follow up released material

34 Assign file numbers

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any parpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

41 Write receipts

91
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)

performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting

(Continued)

60 Compose copy at the typewriter

55 Type letters
Type letters from unarranged copy
Type on all kinds of lett'rheads and paper sizes
Type two-page letters
Type letters requiring display, technical or numerical data
Type business letters in various styles
Type business letters using different kinds of punctuation
Type letter parts -- attention line, subject line, closing

lines, reference initials, carbon copy notations, mailing
notations, P.S., Enclosure

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from wachine

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Type statistical material

47 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-
sealing back)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

ei
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

79 Arrange papers or ar cles on/or in your own and/or your super-

visor's desk

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust office

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

72 Change calendar daily

66 Run errands

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy with another copy)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened pencils,
ink in pens, etc.)

56 Compile periodic reports
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

56 Use U. S. Zip Code Directory

5S Get information from various departments needed for correspondence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

52 Prepare requisitions

51 Use City Directory

50 Distribute supplies

49 Count itmes

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

47 Use other reference books or manuals not listed here

44 Make change

42 Use maps

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dazes, signa-
tures, etc.

38 Take inven:ory

37 Use secretarial handbook

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

35 E:sute shipments of materials (within office, between departments,
etc
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Lusters (Machine Transcribers)
(arranged in descending order)

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

35 Review tickler file

35 Record daily attendance

34 Use technicpi manuals

31 Use U. S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture, draperies,
etc.

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Counteract false Ictports which spread in organizations

Mailin&

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

72 Take mail mail room or mail box
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Ter rent of

respondents
perfnrmine
tasks

Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)
(arranged in descending order)

Mailing
(Continued)

Prepare and process outgoing mail

Mark, attach, or enclose materials for outgoing mail
'lake mail to post office
Determine use of special mail services
Determine classes of mail

Use special mail services. Registered, certified, and special
delivery.

Sign for registered mail

Process certified, special delivery, COD, and registered mail
Rave mail registered for certified
Insure mail
Use franking and penalty mail
Obtain mailing material from post office (certified and

registered mail stickers, rate sheets, etc.)

c.E Read outgoing mail to check up on information, etc.

35

Sign boss's mail (his signature)

Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting, bundling,
and/or labeling outgoing bulk mail)

Package items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

Weigh items and calculate postal rates

Purchase postage
Purchase money orders

Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing list

91
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TABLE XVI (contrt!ed)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Communications

95 Use telephone directory
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information" service

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customers
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and in-
surance carrier in emergencies

Determine telephone service to be used
Use proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

87 Give infcrmaecn in response to verbal inquiries

86 Catty ouc v,itten or oral orders of instructions of superiors

84 Maintain proper records of telephone communication
Maintain record of long distance calls
Maintain record of all long-distance outgoing calls
Maintain record of important incoming calls
Use proper procedures for handling telephone messages
Place telephone memoranda, messages, etc., where employer

will see them
Take complete telephone message

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,

routines, etc.
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents

performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)
(arranged in descending order)

Communications
(Continued)

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to coworkers

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle ail telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls tactfully

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple remover,
staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor blades, rulers,
compass, protractor, styli, shading plates, date and/or time
stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad, coffee pot, time clock,
desks, tables and chairs, file cabinets)
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Transcribers)
performing
tasks

(arranged in descending order)

Office Machines and Eguipment
(Continued)

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

31 Clean and maintain office equipment other than typewriter

Records Management

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials for filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

71 File materials by name of person (alrhabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

64 File materials by number

61 Handle classified or confidential files



1ABLE XV: ;continued)

Percent of
respondents :ask Zlusters (Machine Transcribers)
performing (arranged in des:en:a:4 order)
tasks

Records Management
(Contnued)

61 Keep card indexes

57 Dispose of records

53 File materials by chronolozioal order

50 Handle cross references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

47 File materials zeozrapHical location

43 Follow up released material

34 Assign file numbers

Computation and FinancialatiLratutIlL

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals t: fret:ions

53 Convert fractions to decima:s
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TABLE XVII

TASKS PERFORMED BY OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS
ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)

performing (arranged in descending order)

Typewricia

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

74 Erase original copies

69 Type labels individually

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards, etc.)

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports (formal or informal)

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter,

etc.)

54 Type interoffice memorandums

48 Make corrections with correction tape (requires no erasing)
Realign copy that has been removed from machine

47 Type preprinted forms

47 Clean typewriter
Change ribbon

45 Type in outline form

r. 102
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuous roll tape (gummed back or self-
sealing back)

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings

33 Type and correct spirit masters (e.g., Ditto masters)

32 Type on printer personnel forms

31 Type and correct ,3tencils (Mimeograph process)

30 Type on printed purchase requisitions

95

86

80

Dictation and Transcription

None

Clerical Duties

Use telephone directory

Use dictionary

Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/or your super-

visor's desk

103
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

77 Straighten up office

76 Dust office

75 Look over notes and memos for the day

74 Check on supplies (for re-ordering purposes)

73 Make notes for the next day's work

72 Change calendar daily

72 Assemble and staple duplicated material

64 Use company manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare cony (one copy with another copy)

60 Protect valuable and confidential material

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies (sharpened pencils,
ink in pens, etc.)

56 Use U. S. Zip Code Directory

56 Compile periodic reports

55 Get information from various departments needed for correspondence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

A (1.1
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

52 Prepare requisitions

51 Use city directory

50 Distribute supplies

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

49 Count items

47 Use other reference books or manuals n.7:t listed here

44 Make change

42 Use maps

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

41.101I

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as to amounts, dates, signa-
tures, etc.

38 Take inventory

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employeeE desk neat

37 Get quotations on supplies (from supplier)

37 Use secretarial handbook

35 Route shipments of materials (within office, between depart-
ments, etc.)

35 Revicw tickler file
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TABLE XVII (continued)

INIM=11/1

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

35 Record daily attendance

34 Use technical manuals

31 Use U. S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

31 Compile reports of all kinds

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture, dra-

peries, etc.

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters For employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organization°

Mailing

36 Address, fold, insert, and seal letters and then stamp envelopes

73 Open incoming mail
Stamp incoming mail (as to date, time)
Log incoming mail (in regular book)
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Mailing
(Continued)

72 Take mail to mai/ room or mail box

64 Forward mail

55 Prepare and process outgoing mail
Mark, attach, or enclose materials for outgoing mail
Take mail to post office
Determine use of special mail services
Determine classes of mail

55 Pick up incoming and outgoing mail

40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes stuffing, sorting, bundling,
and/or labeling outgoing bulk mail)

Pae,:age items for mailing
Wrap and tie packages

50 Weigh items and calculate postal rates

37 Make up mailing list
Revise mailing list
Check mailing list
Distribute mailing lieu

Communications

95 Use t-llephone directory
Use an alphabetic direr ry

Use a classified directc.ry

Use "Information" serv:.ce
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TABLE XY.I (co firmed",

WIIMOINMINSI .1.111111.11....11116 11111110.....

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications
(Continued)

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customer
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and in-
surance carrier in emergencies

Determine telephone services to b.. .ed

Use proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

87

86 Carry out written or oral orders of instructions of superiors

Give information in response to verbal inquiries

84 Maintain proper records of telephone communication
Maintain record of long-distance calls
Maintain record of all long-distance outgoing calls
Maintain record of important incoming calls
Use proper procedures for handling telephone messages
Place telephone memoranda, messages, etc., where employer

will see them
Take complete telephone messages

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for improvements in office procedures,
routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

I OR
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Communications
(Continued)

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or cable grams

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls properly
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identification
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your voice
Terminate calls tactfully

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

76 Operate 10-key adding machine

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper punch, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple remover,
staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor blades, rulers,
compass, protractor, styli, shading plates, date and/or
stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad, coffee pot, time clock,
desks, tables and chairs, file cabinets)

61 Change ribbon 1 tape

61 Develop efficient production speed and accuracy

1 09
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (Machine ODerat,.7rs'

(arranged in descending order)

Office Machines and Equipment
(Continued)

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine

Make copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

39 Operate rotary calculater

31 Clean and maintain office equipment other than typewriter

Records Management

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort oterials for filing
Prepare- naterials for filing

77 Make folckrs and folder labels for files

75 Search for : it materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

68 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subject

61 Handle classified or confidential files

41,11
k 11,
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TABLE XVII (continued)

F.=rcent of

respondents
performing
casi;.s

Task Cluster!, ,Yachine Operators)
(arranged in descendInt )rder)

Records Management
( Continued)

File materials by number

Dispose of records

File materials by chronological order

Handle cross references

Keep tickler or follow-up files

Follow up released material

Assign file numbers

Computation and Financial Recordkee in

.se addition

:se subtraction

:se multiplication

:se division

:se decimals

se fractions

:onveri decimals to fractions

:onvert fractions to decimals

m to pe:centage problems

111
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TABLE XVII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (Machine Operators)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Computation and Financial RecorLtkeeping
(Continued)

45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any purpose

44 Make journal entries (any type of journal)

42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions, etc.)

37 Compute sales taxes

2
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TABLE XVIII

TASKS PERFORMED BY FILE CLERKS
ARRANGED BY CLUSTERS

Percent c
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters
(arranged In descending order)

Typewriting

91 Operate typewriter
Use manual typewriter
Use electric typewriter
Use executive typewriter

87 Type addresses on envelopes and/or cards

78 Proofread typewritten copy

74 Erase carbon copies

'4 Erase original copies

69 Type labe;s individually

68 Type cards (index cards, file cards, "address finder" cards,
library index cards, etc.)

6k Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (form letter,
etc.)

62 Type manus::ipts and/or reports (formal or informal)

Type in-e: fice memorandums

E Make co.r: :ions with correction tape (requires no erasing)

47 Type on p:-printed forms

47 .lean typewvi:er
Ch:mge clbbon

INSIOMMENWielibilltrilINIII /Mgt

11:4
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (File Clerks)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Typewriting
(Continued)

45 Type in outline form

41 Type postal cards

40 Type information on continuos roll tape (gummed back or self-

senling bacl,)

34 Type minute; or reports of meetings

32 Type on prined personnel fors

30 Type on printei purchase requisitions

Diztation and Transcription

None

Clerical Duties

95 Use telephone directory

86 Use dictionary

80 Look up names and addresses
Make changes in names and addresses as they occur

79 Arrange papers or articles on/or in your own and/or your

suuervisor's desk



Percent of
respondents ::_sters (File Clerks)
performing aroanz 2 .rder)
tasks

a-

77 Stralz.hte7

76 Dust office

75 Lock over notes and 7.11a=CS for the day

74 Check cr s--. =-- -e---dering purposes)

73 :Make notes =or :ne 7.EX: work

72 Chanze calendar daily

72 Assemble and staple

56 Run errands

64 Use Lt.:apany manuals

63 Send out notices of any type

62 Use office manuals

61 Compare copy (one copy 'with another copy)

60 Protect 7aluable and confidential :material

- material

58 Keep desks equipped wit.- -==:-e ,..upplies (sharpened pencils,

ink in pens, etc.

56 Compile periodic reports

56 Use C.S.
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TABLE XV1II (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (File Clerks)

performing (arranged in descending order)

tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

55 Get information from various departments needed for correspondence

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or time stamp machine daily

52 Prepare requisitions

51 Use City Directory

50 Distribute supplies

49 Inspect material received for completeness, damages, etc.

49 Count items

47 Use other reference books or manuals not listed here

44 Make change

42 Use maps

41 Gather data to fill out questionnaires

40 Post notices--update bulletin board

39 Check money orders, cheeks, etc., as to amounts, dates,

signatures, etc.

38 Take inventory

37 Dust employer's desk and keep employer's desk neat

37 Get quotations on supplies (from supplier)
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task ClLsters (File Clerks)
performing (arranged in descending order)
tasks

Clerical Duties
(Continued)

37 Use secretarial handbook

35 Route shipments of materials (within office, between depart-
ments, etc.)

35 Review tickler file

35 Record daily attendance

34 Use technical manuals

31 Use U.S. Postal Manual (postage rates, types of mail)

30 Arrange physical layout of office, pictures, furniture,
draperies, etc.

Human Relations

88 Plan work and decide on priority of work for one's self

50 Coordinate with other personnel on various matters for employer

47 Collect money from office employees for various purposes

40 Direct servicemen on service calls

30 Counteract false reports which spread in organizations

iii
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters
performing (arranged in descending order) (File Clerks)

tasks

Communications

95 Use telephone directory
Use an alphabetic directory
Use a classified directory
Use "Information" service

92 Place outgoing telephone calls
Place local telephone calls
Place long-distance person-to-person calls
Place long-distance station-to-station calls
Become familiar with WATS service
Follow up on written notices for meetings by telephone
Process requests by telephone
Call delinquent customer
Call doctors, hospitals, police, fire department, and

insurance carrier in emergencies
Determine telephone service to be used
Use proper procedure for direct-distance dialing

68 Give directions for work to be done by co-workers

62 Make recommendations for ::mprovemerts in office proceemres,
routines, etc.

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures, job orientation, etc.)

50 Compose business reports of any kind

49 Compose written directions to co-workers

43 Handle incoming telephone calls
Keep record of local incoming calls
Transfer telephone calls to another department
Screen employer's calls
Handle all telephone calls pr,.per3y
Learn the proper procedures for handling telephone calls
Answer phone with proper identif,cation
Answer phone promptly
Develop an attractive telephone voice
Develop an appealing attitude in your vcice
Terminate calls tactfully
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (File Clerks)
performing (arranged it descending order)
tasks

Office Machines and Equipment

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric)

62 Operate small manual office equipment
(scissors, paper pumh, paper cutter, scotch tape dispenser,
copy holder, postal scale, embossing machine, staple
remover, staple gun, jogger, lettering guides, razor
blades, rulers, compass, protractor, styli, shading
plates, data and/or time stamp, rubber stamps, stamp pad,
coffee pot, time clock, desks, tables and 0 irs, file
cabinets)

50 Operate copying machines
Prepare copy correctly
Make a special master on a dry copy machine
Make transparencies on a dry copy machine
Have copies on a wet copy machine
Make offset masters on a wet copy machine
Use an electronic stencil cutter

Records Management.

90 Locate, remove, and check out materials from files

84 Sort materials for filing
Prepare materials for filing

77 Make folders and folder labels for files

75 Search for lost materials

74 Transfer records to inactive files

't 9
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

Task Clusters (File Clerks)
(arranged in descending order)

Records Management
(Continued)

68 File materials by name of person (alphabetical)

68 Revise files

65 File materials by subjoct

63 Control and manage filing system

61 Keep card :Indexes

61 Handle classified or confidential files

60 File materials by numerical order

57 Dispose of records

53 Select and/or order fil ig equipment and supplies

File materials by chronological order

50 Handle cross-references

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files

43 Follow up re:lea6e6 material

34 Assign file numbers

30 Install filing system

120
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

Percent of
respondents Task Clusters (File Clerks)
performing (ar-anged in descending order)
tasks

Computation and Financial Recordkeeping

95 Use addition

93 Use subtraction

89 Use multiplication

87 Use division

77 Use decimals

68 Use fractions

57 Convert decimals to fractions

53 Convert fractions to decimals

1914160
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TABLE XIX

sJi; PE1FORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Pereroz of

respon2 nts
perfor; lg
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in descend, 1g order of

occupati)ns perfo sing; task)

Typewritito;

W
J

11
CO

W
to
0
C
V

0
"
W
W
U
of

CA

tnj4
F5

....4
4.)
C.
C.)

U

W
CV

r
C.,

kW
4-40

.34

g
W
o) w0 C. .-4

/4 0
w

X e4
.0 U .el

Z g1.4

91 Operate typewriter XXXXX-XXX
87 Type addresses on envelopes and/rr cards X X X X X X X X X

78 Proofread typewritten copy XXXXXXXXX
74 Erase carbon copies X X X X v X X X X

74 Erase original copies X X X X X X X X X

69 Type labels individually X X X X X X X X X

68 Type cards (index cards, file ,c4s,
"address finder" cards, Dora,/
index cards, etc.)

X X X X X X X X X

62 Type fill-ins on duplicated letters
or bulletins (form letter, etc,)

X X X X X X X X X

62 Type manuscripts and/or reports x x x x x x x x x
(formal and informal)

54 Type interoffice memoramdums X X X X X X X X X

48 Make corrections with correction tape X X X X X X X X X

(requires no erasing)

47 Clean typewriter X X X X X X X X X

47 Type preprinted forms X X X X X X X X X

45 Type in outline form XXXXXXXXX
41

40

Type postal cards

Type information on continuous roll tape

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

v"

X

X

X

X
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TABLE XIX (continued)

OCCUPATIONS

Percent
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS
$g

of (arranged in descending order of ,c
c.

occupations performing task) ai

$-1

00
0

YitiTe'EiLiag c

c
4-1

a)

$-1

u
el

Ln

tai

C
0

.4-1
4.1

Q.
as

U
W
C4

ii
41).-1

.--Io
144
4-4OW..._,UMW

ti

Q.,
::.-,
H
a
)4

r-4
U

'4oc
r-i
C.)

..-1

..-1
ai

0

CO

3-1

H
.

X
ce
Z

wo
C,o
X
LI

Z

.1

r-4u
cu

I-4
1.4

W
U
M

34 Type minutes or reports of meetings X X X X X X X X X

32 Type on printed personnel forms X X X X X X X X X

32 Type on printed purchase requisitions X X X X X X X X X

80 Type carbon copies X X X X X X

69 Type and/or rule tabular material X X X X X X
(tables, solumns, rows of figures)

60 Compose copy at the typewriter X X X X X X

55 Type letters X X X X X X

47 Type statistical material X X X X X X

33 Type and correct spirit masters; X X XX.XX
(e.g., Ditto masters)

31 Type and correct stencils (Mimeograph X
process)

X X X X X

69 Type final copy from rough-draft copy X X X X X

64 Type copy from unarranged copy X X X X X

61 Type correspondence, memos, and X
reports from rough drafts

X X X X

33 Type legal papers and forms X X X X X

32 Take dictation at the typewriter X X X
(type dictation as employer dictates)

.f
I.) .4
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TABLE XX

TASKS PERIAMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task)

Dictation and Transcription

33 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation
of letters and attachments

X X X X

32 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation
for memos

XXXX
Transcribe machine-recorded dictation

for rough drafts
X X X X

30 Transcribe machine-recorded dictation
for reports

XXXX
55 Take dictation in shorthand and

transcribe letters and attachments
X X X

54 Take dictation in shorthand and
transcribe memos al.' reports

X X X

52 Take dictation in shorthand and
transcribe rough drafts

X X X

32 Write shorthand (any system) X X X

A f:.4./1
t

X
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TABLE XXI

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

T'eroert

rtpsnonce:ts

-,erfcrmint

ZESLS

TASKS

of ,arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task)

Clerical Duties

14

a)

0.
co

14
00
0
Z
a)

ar
V)

14

>s

4-1

0
14
U
01

Ct)

1-1

ca

o
0

...1
4.1
0.
as

u

Gt

,5d
$4

1-1
U

4-4
ta-i0

iJ
ca

0..
1-I

.5d
14
W

..-1
U

,..

i+

-.1
U
.-4
"-I
co

Z

in

co

$4

1-4

,c

M
u

Z

N:

a.
o
.

.c
u
co

:sing telephone directory X X Y X X X X X

B: :se dictionary X X X X X X X X

S' 1,:ok up names and addresses X X X X X X X X

!,rrange papers and articles on/or in
your own and/or your supervisor's
desk

X X X X X X X X

Straighten up office X X X X X X X X

Dust office X X X X X X X X

'Look over nJtes and memos for the day X X X X X X X X

Cneck on supplies (for reordering
purposes)

X X X X X X X X

Make notes for the next day's work X X X X X X X X

Assemcle and staple duplicated
material

X X X X X X X X

..P
:.....ange calendar daily X X X X X X X X

Run errands X X X X X X X X

:.s. :,se company manuals X X X X X X X X

Sr ee out notices of any type XXXXXXXXX
--ee office manuals X X X X X X X X

:"ompare copy (one copy with another

co,-y)

X X X X X X X X

Irotect valuable and confidential X X X X X X X X
material

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLE XXI (continued)

OCCUPATIONS

TASKS

Percent of (arranged in descending order of

respondents occupations performing task)
performing
tasks Clerical Duties

$.1WW0W0W044(4,44),44)04)0,o0
00ono

o
w
4.)

M

p.,

./

W

U

cr,

4.s

0
0
rl
4.)

Wuowmumw
Wg

..sd

.-40
44.

44

4.,

0.
>,
1-1

..sd

14

-4
C...)

,54

r-40i
ro
ftl

0
I4

E-4

4
M

*,il

0.0
.o

C.1

=

..s4
W

-4L.)

4,)

..-+

44

58 Keep desks equipped with office supplies X
(sharpened pencils, ink in pens,
etc.)

56 Compile periodic reports x

56 Use U.S. Zip Code Directory X

55 Change dates on rubber stamps or X

time stamp machine daily

55 Get information from various X

departments needed for correspondence

52 Prepares requisitions X

51 Use City Directory X

50 Distribute supplies X

49 Count items X

49 Inspect material received for X

completeness, damages, etc.

47 Use other reference books or manuals X

not listed here

44 Make change X

42 Use maps X

40 Post notices--update bulletin board X

39 Check money orders, checks, etc., as X

to amounts, dates, signatures, etc.

38 Take inventory X

37 Dust employer's desk and keep X

employer's desk neat

37 Get quotations on supplies (from XXXXXXXXX
supplier)

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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TAB:E XXI (continued)

OCCUPATIONS

TiSKS

Percent of ar-anged in de=cerving order of
respondents czcupations ptfo Ang task)
performing
tasks ClericL ,ies

4..)

inri
0
0

or-4
4..,
a.
41
0

...1d

14
4)

.-4
C.)

44
440

4,)
in4
0..
H
..sc

14
4)

..v,
1
t
r
`...e.

..-1
,-4
Ci

rt.:,'

in

g
14

E'

.0
C.)

x

$4
41
O.0
,c
0
RI

...sd

14
41

r40
w

-.4
r4

gr.4

37 Use secretarial han:)ool. X X X X X X X X

35 Reccrd daily attenc .r.ce X X X X X X X X

35 Review tickler file X X X X X X X X X

35 Ruute shipments oZ aterials (within
office, betwe departments, etc.)

X X X X X X X X X

34 Use technical manuals XXXXXXXXX
31 Use U.S. Postal Manual (postage rates,

types of mail)
X X X X X X X X

30 Arrange physical layout of office,
pictures, furniture, draperies,

etc.

XXXXXXXXX

43 Process routine forms and requests X X X X X

41 rather data to fill out questionnaires X X X X X

35 Updates office manual or instruction
book for employees

X X X X X

65 Order supplies of various kinds for
the office (from suppliers or
central supply department)

X X X

54 Select or order typewriting supplies
and equipment (ribbons, erasers,
etc.

X X X

50 Select or order proper typewriting
paper and carbon paper

X X X

34 Order and distribute supplies X X X

.1 ',W..,
111 4.
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TABLE XXII

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELEiTLD OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task:)

Humla Relations

4.0 ...NC 4J . . Nd
(t) I-I Ut 14 t.12 14 14

.
0. -4

14 0 U8 8 8 0
-I E-I E4
.74 r-I W
0. 14-4. ...5L 4
C) 144 14 ( ,,c U .p.4

0 0 0 Z 0 Itl 44
V -4 0 Z

C4 L.) Z

88 PJ.an work and decide on priority of
work for one's self

X X Y X X X X X X

50 Coordinate with other personnel on
various matters for employer

X X X X X X X X X

47 Collect money from office employees
for various purposes

X X X X X X X X X

40 Direct servicemen on service calls X X X X X X X X X

30 Counteract false reports which spread

in organizations

X X X X X X X X X

30 Notify ane remind employees of
immudiately pending meeting

X X X X X

43 Screen visitors or people who want to

see your employer

X X X X

78 Direct people to proper offices and
act as a guide for visitors

X X X

72 Hear and answer customer complaints X X X

70 Greet callers X X X

67 Make employer and client introductions X X X

53 Remind employer of engagements, dates,
things to do, etc.

X X X

48 Arrange reception room and serve coffee X X X

or refreshments to employer,
employees, and guests



:ABLE KX:: ;cont:nued)

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of

respondents
performing
tasks

(arranged in descending order c.
occupations perfor=ing task)

ilu=an Relaticns

L't

39 Receive callers X

44 Plan for and distribute wcr:. among
other employees and follow Is; on
unfinished work

X

31 Manage office and supervise other
employees

X

CJ

U

4.4

0

X X
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TABLE XXIII

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

TASKS

Percent of (arranged in descending order of

respondents occupations performing task)

performing
tasks Mailing

ro

4
cu

I- 0

z

86 Address, fold, insert, and seal lettersXXXXXXXX.

.

.

72 Take mail to mail zoom or mail box XXXXXXXX
55 Prepare and process outgoing mail XXXXXXXX.
40 Prepare daily bulk mailings (includes

stuffing, sorting, bundling, and/or
labeling outgoing bulk mail)

XXXXXXXX.

40 Weigh items and calculate postal rates XXXXXXXX.
37 Make up mailing list XXXXXXXX.
73 Open incoming mail 74 X X X X X

64 Forward mail Y i X X X X X

55 Pick up incoming and outgoing mail XXXXXX. X

52 Use special mail services X X X X X X X

38 Purchase postage X 7 X X X X X

65 Sort mail (for different persons and /or

in priority order)

X X X X X X

70 Read incoming mail X X X X X

48 Read outgoing mail to check up on
information, etc.

Y X X X X

45 Sign boss' mail (his signature) , X X X X
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TABLE XXIV

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

TASKS

Percent of (arranged in descending order of
respondents occupations performing task)
performing
tasks Communications

pN 4.1 4.1
W CI) l

CI W r-C
1a

4.
>0 P-1

U
01.

W 0
60 U 4.1

CO C4 14:
0 V) W l:L

U 0 W
41 Cl 9-4

l ..,1d

CI 0O. r
La
4

4.

95 Use telephone directory X X X X X X X X X

92 Place outgoing telephone calls X X X X X X X X X

87 Give information in response to
verbal inquiries

X X X X X X X X X

86 Carry out written or oral orders of
instructions of superiors

X X X X X X X X X

84 Maintain proper records of telephone
communication

X X X X X X X X X

68 Give directions for work to be done
by co-workers

X X X X X X X X X

62 Make recommendations for improvement
in office procedures, routines, eL,..

X X X X X X X X X

54 Instruct new employees (work procedures,
job orientation, etc.)

X X X X X X X X X

50 Compose business reports of any kind X X X X X X X X X

49 Compose written directions to co- workers X X X X X X X X X

43 Handle incoming telephone calls X X X X X X X X X

45 Send and receive telegrams and/or
cablegrams

X X X X X

45 Make engagements and appointments for
employer

X X X X

74 Compose all types of written X X . X
correspondence
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TABLE XXV

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task)

Office Machines and EquApinent

cn

ro

c.)
ro

96 Operate typewriter (manual and electric) X X X X X X X

62 Operate small manual office equipment XXXXX X X

50 Operate copying machines X X X X X

31 Clear and maintain office equipment
other than typewriter

X X X X X X

70 Operate 10-key adding machine X X X X X

61 Operate calculators XXXXX
39 Operate rotary calculators XXXXX

411 c's
*11
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TABLE XXV1

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFiICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in c'escending order of
occupations performing task)

Records Management

Li
C:
Z
ta.

r4

1.1

CIO

o
CIJ.,

,../1

14

ft)
4.,
CU

1.4

0
CI

n

4.1
1,1

...4
I:oupc.,-4
iJ
C.
CU

U
u

c....,

a
1..1

C)
,...,

14:4
4.1
t.,

4.J

rn4
II.

..Y
11.4

CO

.-1
U

a
$4
C.;

..

-14
CI=

r4
C
C)
I.4

14

7.)
m
X

1.4

CI)

Cs.0
..C.

C.)

A

..yd
it
C)rI
U
cp

4,4rt
4.

90 Locate, remove, and heck out materials
from files

X X X X X X X X

84 Sort materials for filing X X X X X X X X X

-7 Make folders and folder labels for files X X X X X X X X X

75 Search for lost materials XXXXXXXXX
71 File materials by name of person X X X X X X X X X

(alphabetical)

68 Revise files XXXXXXXXX
65 File materials by subject X X X X X X X X X

64 File materials by number 'XXXXXXXXX
61 Keep card indexes X X X X X X X X X

.;7 Dispose of records X X X X X X X X X

53 File materials by chronological order X X X X X X X X X

50 Handle cross references X X X X X X X X X

49 Keep tickler or follow-up files X X X X X X X X X

47 File materials by geographical location X X X X X X X X X

43 Follow up released material X X X X X X X X X

34 Assign file numbers X X X X X X X X X

74 Transfer records to inactive files X X . X X X X
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TABLE XXVI (continued)

OCCUPATIONS

Percent of
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

(arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task)

Records Management

14
11.1

.0
CI
14
co
o
C
C)

..-.

L
CC

0)
$.
U
C)
(/)

1-1
N

,^1
C
0

.4-4

1-1
(S
(1)
U
eu

.4:,
14
01

L.)

4-4
4-40

61 Handle classif!ed or confidential files X X X

53 Control and manage filing system X X X

53 Select and/or order filing equipment

and supplies

X X X

30 Install filing system X X X

X X

X

X

X
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TABLE XXVII

TASKS PERFORMED IN SELECTED OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS

Percent
respondents
performing
tasks

TASKS

of (arranged in descending order of
occupations performing task)

Computation and Financial

$4wwoumumuu
x
0.
RI
14
00
0
0
V
4.,
cn

p.

11
4.1

CU

1.4

U
0
V)

4.,

e40
0
el
1-1
O.
W
U

c4
W

a
W

fel
U

te.:
440

4., a ..

4-4 V r: 0 0
Ct. el 110 Cl el
A. U ).4 0 U

H
.-4 w

a el ..0 ..I
$4 11
W Z X

U ilU RR.
.-4
U X

03 ZRecordkeeping

95 Use addition XXXXXXXXX
93 Use subtraction XXXXXXXXX
89 Use multiplication XXXXXXXXX
87 Use division XXXXXXXXX
77 Use decimals XXXXXXXXX
68 Use fractions XXXXXXXXX
57 Convert decimals to fractions XXX*XXXXXX
53 Convert fractions to decimals XXXXXXXXX
45 Keep books and/or ledgers for any

purpose
XXXXXX

44 Make journal entries (any type of
journal)

XXXXXX
46 Compute percentage problems XXXXX
42 Check bills and/or invoices (verify

extensions, etc.)
XXXXX

37 Compute sales taxes XXXXX
41 Write receipts XXXX
40 Keep current files of invoices and

purchase orders
X X

36 Deposit checks and/or cash in bank or
cashier's office

X X X X

34 Write checks X X X X

31 Cash checks X X X X
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